SIGNS OF RADICALISATION TRAINING
Zak and Young Zak the gamer

Through a series of vlogs, Zak compromises his safety by over-sharing private information
Young Zak the gamer

This is one of the tools available after attendance at our *Signs of Radicalisation training*. Zak is also available to use as part of this portfolio.

Young Zak is a year 7 student in his first term at secondary school. Using a series of Vlogs on the ‘Wetube’ Channel we see how, simply by talking online via a public vlog, young Zak compromises his safety by over sharing private information. We see how he starts to be groomed for Radicalisation via online gaming. Learners are able to engage with the storyline and identify where online grooming may be taking place. Young Zak aims to develop young people’s critical thinking and encourages them to stay safe online. Young Zak can be used individually, in groups, or as part of a class or assembly lesson. There are questions for each Vlog to generate discussion around worksheets to gather evidence of teaching and learning.

**Objectives**

- To increase young people’s awareness of grooming for radicalisation
- To reinforce messages of good online safety
- To develop critical thinking in young people, equipping them with tools to keep themselves safe.
- To generate discussion around Radicalisation, Grooming and British Values.
- To generate understanding of how to raise concerns.

**Book your place:**

If you would like to attend the *Signs of Radicalisation training* including access to the online training tools ‘Zak’ and ‘Young Zak’ to learn in detail about the radicalisation process and how to spot the signs then please book your place via our website or email ccp@kent.ac.uk.